
Quick T 1811 

Chapter 1811: Hell envoy’s exclusive love appraiser (Part 60) 

Luo Qing Chen quickly took her child from the nurse and put them behind herself. 

She suddenly understood why Du Jiu Sheng did everything he could to protect her. 

Because people that are worth protecting must be protected! 

“Yo, yo, yo! Hong Yue, I found her!” The Headless Ghost wandered around the rooms of the ward twice 

and only his head came in as his body stayed outside. 

The ghosts of the Ten Thousand Ghost Cave that weren’t in the same dimension appeared. It proved 

that Hong Yue had used some special method to separate this place from the normal world. 

It was just to make sure Ming Si didn’t find her quickly…… 

“Luo Qing Chen, I’ve waited for this day for a long time.” Hong Yue was in a dark red dress with a purple 

light in her eyes, along with dark energy surrounding her. 

She was completely different from the hell envoy from before, she had become the same as Jin Rong 

Feng. 

“I’m afraid that even after waiting for this long, you won’t achieve anything.” Luo Qing Chen looked up 

with eyes that let out an ice cold chill. 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t know if she could protect her child, but she knew that unless she died, her child 

wouldn’t be harmed at all. 

“Luo Qing Chen, do you think that he’s still by your side?” Hong Yue bit her lip and there was a mist that 

came over her eyes as she stared at her, “He was already killed by you, do you know that?” 

As long as she thought of Du Jiu Sheng with the Netherworld Sword, there would be a pain that was like 

death that filled her chest. 

The person that she admired that much had forever fallen into hell for this lowly person. 

She was not worth this in her eyes, but Du Jiu Sheng had been so desperate to protect her…… 

She hated her, hated her to the bottom of her bones. She wanted to eat her meat and drink her 

blood…… 

“Don’t you understand who killed him?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her cold eyes and revealed a smile of 

ridicule, “Who killed Liu Qi Duo six hundred years ago, who killed all of Jin Rong Feng’s family six 

hundred years ago, do you not remember any of this?” 

“Humph, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!” She gave a cold snort before breaking out in wild laughter. 

“You think that I will believe you?” Hong Yue slowly raised her right hand and a black energy filled her 

palm as she looked at her, “I am a person with no memories, so I don’t believe a single word you say. 

Not to mention…..so what?” 



She paused before continuing, “I don’t care because as long as you can go to hell, so what if I go with 

you?” 

As soon as her voice fell, she waved her right hand and a cloud of black energy flew out at her. 

She gritted her teeth and grabbed her child, taking the attack with her back. 

She knew that as a human, it was impossible for her to withstand the attack of a six hundred year old 

ghost. 

Not to mention that she knew that Hong Yue was several times stronger than Jin Rong Feng. 

But she had to protect her child…… 

There was a flash of golden light that appeared behind her in an instant and the ring on her right hand 

turned into a familiar looking ring. 

“Exquisite Ring……” She almost cried out as her ring hand couldn’t help but tremble. 

What followed was the voice of the system. For the first time, she felt that this mechanical voice was 

reassuring. 

[Reporting to the host, the system is back!] 

[Reporting to the host, all your abilities have been activated!] 

[Reporting to the host, all your storage has been opened!] 

  

Chapter 1812: Hell envoy’s exclusive love appraiser (Part 61) 

The snow seemed to have stopped and there was a cold breeze that blew up the curtain in the hospital. 

There was a coldness in the air that didn’t seem to leave a single bit of heat. 

“Ze, ze, ze……” Headless Ghost gave a shrug and looked at Ling Yue, “You really aren’t good! You can’t 

even kill a single human!” 

Hong Yue gritted her teeth and glared at the Headless Ghost before gathering more black energy in her 

hand. 

This time, Luo Qing Chen didn’t turn her back to Hong Yue. 

She raised her right hand and the broken golden light of the Exquisite Ring surrounded the child. 

Then she pulled out the Phoenix Dance Sword before looking at Hong Yue with cold eyes, “You probably 

won’t have a chance to kill me in this life.” 

She narrowed her eyes and had an aura that normal people wouldn’t have, releasing a chill that was like 

ice. 

“He, he……” Hong Yue heard this and there was a look of disdain in her eyes as she gave a cold snort, 

“It’s another broken sword. You think that you can stop me with a sword you bought on the side of the 

road?” 



Her voice was filled with ridicule, looking at her with an absolute stance like she was already the victor. 

Luo Qing Chen on the other hand had eyes as calm as water, not having a single ripple in them. 

She slowly raised the Phoenix Dance Sword and her lips curled into a faint smile, “Whether I can hurt 

you or not, I’ll have to try first.” 

In the blink of an eye, the Phoenix Sword Dance in her hand seemed to have felt its master’s anger. It 

released a strong golden glow and attacked in the direction of Hong Yue. 

Hong Yue gave a cold snort and raised her hand, barely using any strength to block Luo Qing Chen’s 

attack. She just looked at Luo Qing Chen with a cold smile, like she was watching an egg being thrown 

against a wall. 

But she never expected…… 

The ancient divine weapon, the Phoenix Dance Sword’s power had sent her flying ten meters away. She 

gave a grunt and there was a sweet taste in her mouth as she spat out a mouthful of blood. 

The Headless Ghost standing on the side was knocked into the wall and his head rolled along the floor 

twice as his eyes kept rolling. 

“How…..How is this possible?” Hong Yue gritted her teeth and couldn’t stabilize herself as she tried to 

stand up. She looked at Luo Qing Chen in disbelief and the shock in her eyes showed that she was 

completely stunned. 

A human, how could she have this kind of power? How could she easily send her flying like this? 

Why did the sword in her hand give her this strange feeling of oppression, like she found it hard to 

breathe. 

“This is what it means by it won’t work?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her cold eyes and revealed a cold 

smile. She looked at Hong Yue with the aura of a queen as she said, “Didn’t you want to kill me? I’m 

standing in front of you, why aren’t you killing me?” 

“Don’t be arrogant!” Hong Yue angrily roared out as she was surrounded in black energy, which she sent 

in Luo Qing Chen’s direction. 

She only raised her right hand and the golden glow of the Exquisite Ring hit her chest, extinguishing 

three fourths of her soul. 

Hong Yue took a step back and her figure started to fade. 

The Headless Ghost took the chance to get close to the baby, but he was directly shattered to pieces by 

the protective barrier of the Exquisite Ring. 

Luo Qing Chen gave a soft snort before heading over to where Hong Yue was on the ground. She slowly 

leaned down and looked at her broken soul as she said with a smile, “It’s not interesting if you’re too 

weak!” 

“Im……Impossible.” 



“Peng!” Luo Qing Chen raised her Phoenix Dance Sword and used her spiritual energy to make Hong Yue 

kneel down, being unable to move at all. 

  

Chapter 1813: Hell envoy’s exclusive love appraiser (Part 62) 

In the past, even if she hated someone, she wouldn’t humiliate them like this. 

Because she felt that no matter how bad a person was, killing them was enough. There was no need to 

insult their personality and whip their souls. 

But Hong Yue was different…… 

If it wasn’t for Hong Yue, she could give back everything she owed to Du Jiu Sheng. She could peacefully 

stay by his side and no matter how the world changed, it would be the happiest time for her. 

But it was because of Hong Yue that they had to part. They clearly liked each other, but could never be 

together. 

What difference was there between this sad separation and the separation of life and death…… 

“Are you happy to become a ghost that’s not human or ghost?” Luo Qing Chen looked at her like she 

was looking at an ant. She narrowed her eyes and said, “It really is ugly.” 

“You……Don’t be proud……” Hong Yue kept panting, but she didn’t forget to act tough, “You think that 

just by suddenly gaining this power, you can…..defeat me? You think……” 

[Space and time freeze.] With a single thought, her lips curled into a smile. 

Then everything around them froze. The petals that had been falling outside the window had all been 

frozen in the air. 

When this scene appeared in front of Hong Yue, she was completely stunned. 

“Do you know what a god is?” Luo Qing Chen’s voice didn’t have a single trace of warmth and she 

looked right into her eyes to say, “I am god.” 

Hong Yue looked at everything around her in a daze. The world where even the water vapour was frozen 

in the air had made all the defenses in her heart collapse. 

So she was this weak in the end, it turned out that Luo Qing Chen really could kill her without any effort. 

At that moment, everything that happened six hundred years ago flashed in front of her eyes. She still 

loved Du Jiu Sheng and she had done many evil things for him. 

No, it wasn’t evil, she just loved him! She wasn’t wrong! 

If she had met Du Jiu Sheng before Luo Qing Chen, then the ending would have been different. 

Luo Qing Chen saw that Hong Yue was in a daze for a long time, staring at the petals outside and she 

muttered, “As long as I showed up first, I would have definitely moved him.” 



“No.” Luo Qing Chen shook her head before looking at her, “You will never touch someone who will 

never love you because no matter which world he is in, Du Jiu Sheng will love me…..” 

“Ah!” 

This painful scream rang out in her ears as Hong Yue’s soul had scattered in front of her. 

The time and space freeze slowly disappeared and the petal outside the wind fell onto her palm. 

She then revealed a faint smile. 

She looked up and looked at the colourful sky as she muttered, “Du Jiu Sheng, shouldn’t you praise your 

little wife? She used her own ability to protect her child.” 

As soon as her voice fell, she felt a blue character slowly appear on her hand. The light was very, very 

faint, but there was that Sheng character. 

Her eyes turned red and her tears almost came out. 

He didn’t lie to her, even in the hardest times, he continued to live in another place, just to protect her 

and their child. 

Du Jiu Sheng, ah Du Jiu Sheng, why are you this good…… 

This kind of kindness had surpassed anything she had experienced before and the rest could only be 

received. 

  

Chapter 1814: Hell envoy’s exclusive love appraiser (Part 63) 

The wind in March always had a bit of a chill in it. 

It had been a long time since Hong Yue’s soul had been scattered and everything seemed to have come 

to an end. 

“Kou, kou, kou.” Lan Fan knocked on her door and brought in a bunch of baby products with a wide 

smile on his face, “I don’t know if it’s enough, I can buy more if it isn’t.” 

“Don’t buy any more, can’t you see that no more will fit in this room?” Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle. 

She walked over to the crib and softly tapped her baby’s forehead, “I don’t know why, but this kid 

doesn’t make a fuss at all. I’ve never seen him cry.” 

Compared to other babies, she felt that her and Du Jiu Sheng’s child was strangely good, so good that 

people felt their hearts warmed by him. 

“He might know the pain of his mother, so he doesn’t want to cause trouble.” Lan Fan came forward and 

gently picked him up. He could see a faint glow in his round eyes and he couldn’t help saying, “He really 

does look like big brother.” 

“Un.” Luo Qing Chen gave a nod, “Very much so!” 

“Have you thought of a name for him yet?” Lan Fan turned to her to ask this. 



He knew that this question was a bit troubling for her since as long as she saw this child, she would think 

of Du Jiu Sheng. 

But she had to accompany this child for his life, protecting him every day. 

Luo Qing Chen raised her right hand and patted his little head, “I’ve already thought of it.” 

“What is it?” 

“Nian An.” 

Hoping you will forever be at peace, never being disturbed by this world. 

“Wa!” Lan Fan said in a moved voice, “It feels like a very good name! Du Nian An?” 

“Right.” 

Actually this was just her thought, for the child, for Du Jiu Sheng. 

She didn’t want every special world to end in painful separation, she hoped that the appearance of this 

child could bring him peace. 

“Very good.” Lan Fan nodded before looking at the baby with a pampering look as he said, “Nian An, 

Nian An, Nian An……” 

“Right, Lan Fan.” Luo Qing Chen looked at him with a bit of sparkle in her eyes, “I’ll be going to a place in 

a few days, I’ll have to ask you to look after the child.” 

There was a place that she had to go and some people that she had to see. 

“No problem, I’m free over the next few days, so go and relax!” Lan Fan patted his chest and said, “I will 

definitely take care of him like a master!” 

“Even if it isn’t for a few days, I have to ask you to take care of him…..” Luo Qing Chen looked at him 

with a gaze of reluctance, “Even if I don’t come back, please take care of him.” 

She wasn’t willing to give up her child, but she felt that she had a mission to complete. 

If she didn’t come back, she would let this child down and would repay him a thousand fold in the next 

life….. 

“Sister in law…..You…..Don’t scare me! Where are you going?” Lan Fan was a bit nervous when he heard 

this, “You have to think this through, you have Nian An……” 

He had a bad feeling that spread over his body since Luo Qing Chen sounded like she was saying 

goodbye. 

“How could I not think this through?” She revealed a faint smile, “I’m just going to the underworld.” 

Right, she was going to the underworld, she was going to find Du Jiu Sheng! Even if she was crushed to 

pieces, she would see him again. 

  



Chapter 1815: Hell envoy’s exclusive love appraiser (Part 64) 

After taking care of everything, she said goodbye to Nian An. 

Nian An was even more quiet than usual as he kept staring at her, as if he was giving her endless power. 

“Little Nian An, if I can come back, I’ll bring your dad back as well.” Luo Qing Chen revealed a gentle 

smile, “He is a very excellent man, he will definitely love you very much.” 

Nian An seemed to understand what she said and slowly waved his little hand in front of her, gently 

grabbing her hair. His eyes had a sparkle in them, which looked very cute. 

Luo Qing Chen grabbed his little hand and rubbed it against her cheek. Then she took the Moon Glass 

Fan in his crib as she said, “Mom will leave this with you. Although I don’t know if it will follow you in 

your eternal reincarnation, I believe that it will definitely let you live a peaceful life.” 

“This fan looks so good. Sister in law, give me one too.” 

“The Moon Glass Fan is a rare divine artifact. I have to thank my system, at least I can keep this kind of 

thing in the modern world. 

Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle as Lan Fan looked at her with a confused look. 

[Think of it as a birthday present for the little baby!] 

The system’s mechanical voice sounded in her mind which strangely made Luo Qing Chen feel assured. 

She held the Phoenix Dance Sword as she stood in front of the gates of the underworld, but she didn’t 

feel any fear at all. 

There were many familiar figures around her. They were all friends of Du Jiu Sheng who had come to her 

wedding before. 

Standing in the center was Ming Si. He looked at Luo Qing Chen for a while before giving a sigh, “You 

came in the end.” 

“Of course I came.” Luo Qing Chen held the Phoenix Dance Sword in her right hand as a sharp look 

appeared in her eyes, “I want to see Du Jiu Sheng!” 

“He isn’t someone you can see when you want.” Ming Si crossed his arms and stood in front of the gates 

as he looked at her, “Go back! This isn’t something that he wants to see.” 

“I want to see Du Jiu Sheng!” It was the same words without any change. 

Ming Si narrowed his eyes and knew that she wouldn’t go back after seeing her determined look. 

He gave a sigh and said, “You have to beat that floor master of the eighteen levels of hell, then you can 

enter the Boundless Land and see the person you want to see.” 

“Many thanks.” 

Luo Qing Chen attacked in Ming Si’s direction with the Phoenix Dance Sword, not showing any mercy. 



She knew that she couldn’t show any mercy because even if it was a single distraction, she wouldn’t be 

able to see Du Jiu Sheng and lose her life here. 

First floor, second floor, third floor……Eighteenth floor. 

She killed all gods and buddhas that she met. As long as they stood in front of her, none of them were 

able to stop her. 

A Phoenix Dance Sword and an Exquisite Ring, charging through the eighteen floors of the underworld 

alone, just to reach the Boundless Land to see that person. 

The cold wind of the underworld swept across her face and she arrived in the Boundless Land covered in 

blood, with three fourths of her soul scattered. 

Each step was like being stabbed by a needle, but her heart was filled with a strange excitement. 

When she came to the center of the Boundless Land, she clutched her chest and had no strength to 

stand up. 

Suddenly, there was a warm embrace that came around her without any warning as a pampering voice 

came from beside her ear, “Qing Chen, you shouldn’t have come.” 

  

Chapter 1816: Hell envoy’s exclusive love appraiser (End) 

There was a chill in the air. Luo Qing Chen could feel the hands of the person behind her tremble and 

when she closed her eyes, she could feel the exhaustion in her own body and heart. 

“But I can’t give up on you…..” She bit her lips as a sparkle appeared in her eyes. 

She wanted to turn around, but Du Jiu Sheng stopped her. 

“Don’t turn around.” His voice was very soft, like it didn’t seem real. 

But she could feel that he was using all his strength to hold her, holding her tighter and tighter. 

“Why……” Luo Qing Chen knitted her brows and felt her strength disappear bit by bit. 

The Phoenix Dance Sword in her hand fell to the ground. This time Luo Qing Chen didn’t listen to him 

and turned around without any hesitation. 

What she saw was a soul that was torn apart. She couldn’t even see what Du Jiu Sheng looked like, she 

could only feel that it was his soul in front of her. 

And the soul was made of thousands of fragments, like a human body that had been cut to a thousand 

pieces. 

It was too cruel, too shocking. 

There was an indescribable feeling in her heart. She felt that it was a cruel thing to have her live for him. 

“Sorry……” 



“Don’t cry……” 

“Sorry……” 

“Be good……” 

He raised his hand to pat her head like before. There was a loving look in his eyes as he narrowed them, 

“You don’t look good when you’re crying.” 

“Hong long.” There was a vortex of lightning and thunder that gathered above the sky in the Boundless 

Lands, which seemed to be telling them that there wasn’t much time left. 

“Go quickly, I will protect you as you leave this…..” 

“I don’t want to.” Luo Qing Chen came forward and hugged Du Jiu Sheng, gently holding his broken soul 

as she said, “Don’t make me leave, it was hard enough to get to you already.” 

When she said this, her eyes couldn’t help turning red. 

In the past, she had her abilities sealed and there was no way to stand by his side amidst all the 

resistance. 

All the choices that she had made were compromises! 

But now, she felt that she could openly stand by his side, it didn’t matter if she betrayed the world. 

Du Jiu Sheng looked at how she was covered in blood and saw the determined look in her eyes, she 

didn’t even have the strength to walk anymore. 

“I really don’t want you to suffer.” He gave a chuckle as a mist appeared in his eyes, “But even if I can’t 

see what you look like, you know that I’ll agree to anything you want.” 

“Un.” She cried while smiling and came forward to sit under the vortex while patting beside her, “Come 

and sit.” 

Du Jiu Sheng teleported to her side and looked over at her with a loving look, “Charging into the 

underworld with divine artifacts, it really is something that our family’s Qing Chen can do.” 

Luo Qing Chen looked at him with a proud smile, “Right! Can’t you see whose wife I am!” 

“Hong long!” There was another strong burst of thunder and the Boundless Land began to shake. 

“You are my wife.” When Du Jiu Sheng said these four words, his eyes were filled with pride. 

Luo Qing Chen closed her eyes and revealed a faint smile. She placed a kiss on his ice cold face, “The 

child is very good. Lan Fan will spend all his time with him, you don’t need to worry.” 

“What is his name?” 

“Nian An.” 

As soon as her voice fell, the heavenly thunder fell down and everything turned dark, but her heart was 

very calm. 



At least they would go forward at the same time and wouldn’t leave any regrets. 

  

Chapter 1817: Not regretting the dream, only that it ended too quickly (Part 1) 

It started with a skipped beat of the heart and then it ended in an empty mind. It was safe to have and 

warm to accompany. It was a pity that I couldn’t do anything with all my strength. ——Du Jiu Sheng. 

When I became a hell envoy, I was a person without a past or a future. 

As for his name, Ming Si was the one who told him 

He said he was called Du Jiu Sheng and that this was a very meaningful name. It contained endless 

thoughts and existed through all his lives. 

This was the first time seeing him call the power of the stars. Every hell envoy would have a love 

tribulation after six hundred years and most hell envoys could pass this love tribulation. 

But there was a small number of people who couldn’t because they didn’t listen to the advice of Ming Si. 

That included me…… 

The first time I saw her, I knew who she was, an excellent and professional love appraiser. 

Although I felt a bit of strange disappointment knowing her career, I looked forward to it more. 

So I gave her a black folder and decided to accept her application. 

Hong Yue kept trying to remind me that this was a tribulation that I couldn’t approach, but I still chose 

to approach. 

But I never thought that the day that I looked forward to didn’t come, but rather I saw her meeting a six 

hundred year old spirit. 

This was a ghost that had wandered the world for six hundred years to become a fierce ghost. 

When he wanted to hold Luo Qing Chen’s hand, I stopped him. 

This kind of ghost had a special skill where if they held a human’s hand, as long as this human was 

related to them in the past, they would be able to see their previous life. 

Although you couldn’t see all of it, you could at least see half of it. 

I felt that this ghost named Jin Rong Feng wasn’t simple, but I never thought that he would ultimately 

decide our ending…… 

If I had known it, I would have tried everything to kill him right away and not waited for him to use the 

Resentful Soul Curse. 

For me, the Resentful Soul Curse was where I wronged her the most, it was my incompetence that kept 

making her face death. 

It was a good thing that she could see her own death, which was a predictive ability. 



I thought for a long time and I couldn’t understand how a human would have this kind of ability, unless 

she wasn’t a human. 

But this was a human world…… 

I could sense when she was in danger because of the love tribulation. There would be a ‘Qing’ letter that 

would appear on my hand, with a feeling that her fate was intertwined with mine. 

This kind of feeling caused a flower named loneliness to bloom in my heart and I knew that I couldn’t 

avoid my love tribulation. 

I loved her…… 

In just a few days, I couldn’t help falling in love with her….. 

I even investigated Jin Rong Feng overnight, but there weren’t many clues. 

After all, this was something from six hundred years ago. I should have started as a hell envoy during 

that time. 

I don’t know if there was a connection, but my instincts told me that there was. 

At this time, there was another spirit that appeared. 

He looked at her with a loving gaze and I felt my heart skip a beat, as well as feeling like I was being 

suffocated. 

So caring about a person meant feeling such complicated feelings. There was a feeling of wanting to 

come forward to take her hand to show off my power. 

This kind of feeling in my six hundred years…..was something that I had never felt before. 

  

Chapter 1818: Not regretting the dream, only that it ended too quickly (Part 2) 

It was a man named Ye Mu who was also a six hundred year old spirit. 

He was related to Jin Rong Feng, or at least they knew each other. 

As expected, Ye Mu gave us the story of what happened six hundred years ago. 

It was at that moment that I knew why she was my love tribulation. Six hundred years ago, she was my 

disciple, my orthodox disciple. 

Ye Mu was her guard, her loyal guard who had wandered this world for six hundred years for her. 

There was a strange feeling that I couldn’t describe in my heart, but I couldn’t say anything. 

After all, with someone else protecting her, I could feel more assured. 

But Ye Mu’s appearance had confirmed one thing for me, I wasn’t a person who was indifferent to 

everything. At least in front of her, I felt that I was a very domineering and black bellied person. 

Although I didn’t show it with my expression, the emotions in my heart couldn’t be concealed. 



Drinking and singing with her in the night, seeing her touch my lips with her lips, there was a strong 

taste of alcohol mixed with a bit of sweetness. 

There was no one in this world who knew how much my heart was shaking underneath that calm as 

water appearance. 

What I wanted to do the most was take her in by embrace and push her down. 

This kind of evil thought didn’t just appear in my mind, it stayed for a long time. 

So…..when you met someone you liked, even hell envoy couldn’t escape the impulses of the love 

tribulation. 

We drank for a long time and talked about many things. 

She said that she was always looking for a person, someone very important to her. She said that person 

was waiting for her, whether it was hell or heaven, he would be waiting. 

Even in the endless passage of time, he was still waiting. 

She said……that person should be me. 

When I saw her clear as water eyes and slightly curled lips, my heart was moved. 

Although in the end I still endured it. 

Until the second time she was in danger, I finally vented all the feelings in my heart. 

Because this time, she clearly knew about it and didn’t tell me. She actually went to face that six 

hundred year old vengeful spirit alone, did she not know that she was a human? 

If it wasn’t a hell envoy and was just a human, I couldn’t match Jin Rong Feng at all, not to mention 

her….. 

It was a good thing I came. 

It was a good thing she was fine. 

It was a good thing I protected her. 

After that, I became very sensitive. I completely focused on her safety, afraid of making even a single 

mistake. 

Until Ming Si appeared and my heart almost jumped out of my mouth….., 

Because I knew what kind of person Ming Si was. He was the highest authority of the underworld and 

the only order that he gave us hell envoys was——Pass the six hundred year old love tribulation! 

I stood in front of Luo Qing Chen and prepared to go all out. 

He said that he wouldn’t hurt us. 

He said that he could hold a wedding for us and he would be the witness. 

He said that now was the best time and the wedding dress must be very beautiful. 



Just like that, Ming Si held this wedding for us. I never thought that a wedding between a human and a 

hell envoy would be this supported by my peers and I never thought that Ming Si would be our witness. 

  

Chapter 1819: Not regretting the dream, only that it ended too quickly (Part 3) 

But I felt strangely uneasy. Ming Si must have known something, but I didn’t want to leave any regret in 

our hearts. 

I asked him about this after the wedding, but he didn’t deny it nor did he admit it. 

Later I knew that he wanted to leave a child for me and Luo Qing Chen. 

I knew that even if it was a six hundred year old vengeful spirit, as long as Luo Qing Chen stayed in the 

library, I could keep her safe. 

Because I knew that Jin Rong Feng couldn’t come in…… 

This library was the place of the hell envoys, the stronger the resentment energy of a vengeful spirit, the 

more they would get attacked. 

Jin Rong Feng couldn’t come in, I was 100% certain of this. 

But I never expected that Hong Yue who was also a hell envoy would betray me, betray the hell envoys, 

betray the entire underworld. 

I actually felt her emotional fluctuations over the past few days, so in order to keep Luo Qing Chen safe, 

I already sent her out of the library. 

I never thought that she would make a deal with that ghost. 

When the word “Qing” appeared on my right hand the third time, I was strangely nervous and excited. 

This was the bond between me and her. 

He knew that his and her child would be coming into this world soon, he knew that he had to use the 

Netherworld Sword to scatter Jin Rong Feng’s soul and make it disappear. 

I didn’t know what to say to her, I just knew that I had abandoned my promise to be with her forever…… 

When my right hand tightly held her right hand, the words in our palms came together and my mind was 

flooded with her memories. 

In those memories, I was still Du Jiu Sheng and she was Luo Qing Chen. 

I hopelessly fell in love with her in each world and there was only sadness in the end. 

She never would have known that when I accepted those memories, my heart was filled with joy. 

It was a good thing that no matter how hard the past worlds were, I had protected her. 

Using all my strength, using my life…… 

Sitting in our wedding room, I silently said goodbye. She cried like a child, begging me to keep living…… 



At that moment, I could see the pain in her eyes. I really wanted to protect her, to see her smile each 

day. 

To see each other night and day, never stopping…… 

My soul was scattered over a long time. When I was filled with endless pain in the Boundless Land, as 

long as I remember how she looked that day, I could hold on again and again. 

Even with my soul ripped apart, turning into pieces, I gritted my teeth and lived on. 

Because I promised her that no matter where it was, I would keep living and protect her. 

I thought that I wouldn’t be able to see her again in this life and I would have to bitterly hold on until I 

couldn’t anymore, letting my soul scatter. 

But I never thought that she would charge into the underworld with an ancient divine artifact. 

I wanted to help her, but I couldn’t do anything. 

I stood in the Boundless Land, watching her come to me covered in blood. I saw her determined 

expression, her determination to come see me. 

I gave up at that moment. Perhaps I could spend a few more seconds with her, but as long as she was by 

my side, whatever the ending…..it was good! 

She said that our child was called Nian An and she said that we would die together this time. 

I looked into her eyes and kissed her forehead. Then the lightning of the Boundless Land scattered our 

souls. 

When my life came to an end, I never regretted falling in love with her…… 

Not regretting the dream, only that it ended too quickly…… 

I hoped that we could see each other again…… 

[Ding, congratulations on bringing a soul fragment into the Lead God Space. 30/100] 

  

Chapter 1820: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 1) 

Blinking and blinking again. 

Luo Qing Chen felt the silence around her, but she could still see the Boundless Land in front of her. 

She had lost consciousness when that thunder had fallen down. 

[Welcome back host.] Although the system’s voice was very mechanical, there was a bit of excitement in 

it. 

After all, it had been a long time since they had a conversation. 

It felt like she had been in this special world for a long time and had forgotten who she was. 



She had forgotten that she was taking missions in different worlds. To bring Du Jiu Sheng back to her 

life, she had no choice but to come back to her senses. 

[Does the host want to see what happened before you died? Yes/No.] 

“No need.” She shook her head. She had been able to feel when the heavenly thunder fell down, the 

soul that was almost completely scattered had protected her. 

She had seen him turning into ashes in front of her, as the fragments of his soul filled the sky. It was like 

being under a giant moon, unbelievably beautiful. 

It was a kind of sad beauty…… 

Then her vision had turned dark and she had lost consciousness. 

“Can I see what happened to Nian An?” 

[Yes, but only fragments.] 

“Un.” 

The bronze mirror filled with a light blue smoke that covered it layer by layer. 

Then there was a young man who appeared in the image. He was standing on the playground with a 

white dress shirt with his chestnut hair waving in the wind and a faint sparkle in his deep eyes. 

With his hands raised and looking up, he was incomparably handsome. 

“Dong.” There was a beautiful three pointer and cheers filled the playground. 

The image changed and he was already thirty. He was standing in front of a window on the thirty fifth 

floor and there was a blue Moon Glass Fan on his desk. 

The secretary came in and looked at him with a passionate gaze, “Director, you’re still not getting off 

yet?” 

“Un.” He didn’t turn back and softly replied, “You can go.” 

“I……” 

“Be careful on your way back.” Before the other side finished, the youth cut her off. 

His eyes looked into the distance and were filled with sorrow. 

Then the bronze mirror gradually turned dark and turned back into a normal mirror. 

“He……never fell in love?” 

[No, he was alone to the end. He had power, influence, and talent, but he didn’t have anyone to love.] 

“He really was the same as his father.” Luo Qing Chen said with a painful bitter smile, “A person who 

was obsessed to his death.” 

[Actually, he’s also like the host.] 



There were many obsessive people in this world, it was either love or deep love. 

[The following is a summary of the previous mission. Host, please properly look over it.] 

Name: Luo Qing Chen 

World: «Hell envoy’s exclusive love appraiser» 

Mission completion rate: 100% 

Experience: 6500/10000 

There are currently five items in the spatial storage (4/5): [Exquisite Ring], [Nine Section Moon Whip], 

[Phoenix Dance Sword], [Universal Medicine Box]. 

Permanent abilities: Space and time freeze level 4 (Upgraded) 

Permanent abilities: Teleportation 

Exchange points: 12000 

Base points: 40 

[The host’s thirty first mission panel is below.] 

Appearance: 96/100 

Strength: 98/100 

Intelligence: 90/100 

Figure: 90/100 

After that, the image in the bronze mirror changed. 

[Mission Grade: A] 

[Experience gained: 500.] 

Female lead: Luo Qing Chen 

Male lead: Nan Yi Sheng 

Supporting female lead: Yu Jin Er 

Supporting male lead: Mu Han Che 

Mission content: [Return to three years before the female lead died and obtain the love of the male 

lead.] 

[Currently importing memories, please accept them, host!] 

 


